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Relationships for Learning 
by Cindy Kleyn-Kennedy 

 
The new schoolyear is underway. Teachers, staff, and students have returned 

with high expectations for a new year of learning, and we hit the ground running. 
The world we now live in is different from the world of even a few years ago, 

presenting new challenges. Trying to solve problems with “old-school” solutions 
doesn’t necessarily work. Albert Einstein’s definition nails it: “Insanity is doing the same 
thing over and over and expecting different results.” Today’s classrooms need new 
solutions that are effective. 

We started off with great success. Our 6th Grade Transition Camp, held at our 
three middle schools, a voluntary event, had almost sixty percent participation. The 
“camp” was a full day set aside for 6th graders (only) to come to school and replicate a 
regular middle school day, getting to know teachers and their new school. Teachers 
did lots of team-building exercises, shared information, answered questions, and 
handed out school supplies. 

A more complex program being rolled out - starting at middle school – is 
“Capturing Kids’ Hearts.” We began piloting this approach last year at middle schools, 
a key developmental stage, and the experience was palpable and transformative.  

The idea is, “If you have a child’s heart…you have a child’s mind.” It’s an all-
encompassing strategy of relationship-building with students to instill trust, respect, 
self-accountability and is all about positivity. The undergirding values are integrity 
(being true, consistently); trustworthiness (always doing what we say); honesty (always 
telling whole truth); confidentiality (never shaming or embarrassing others); acceptance 
(offering non-judging kindness); joyfulness (celebrating good things); loyalty (our 
mission and team before ourselves); and service (needs of others before our own).  

Developed by NY Times bestseller and psychotherapist, Flip Flippen, the 
concepts included in this program are not new, but uniquely incorporated throughout 
the day in proactive and deliberate ways, to transform the culture of the classroom, and 
therefore the school. 

Used with great success throughout the corporate world as well as in the field of 
sports, the program has more recently resonated resoundingly in the world of 
education. Using specific strategies and tactics that overlay all activities – both 
educational and behavioral throughout the day - the model incorporates skills and 
responses used and developed by both teachers and students. 

These are powerful, deliberate strategies for building mutually-respectful 
relationships that can provide fertile ground for learning. We’re already seeing results 
in classroom and school cultures; who knows? Maybe homes and communities, too. 
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